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ARGUMENT
I.

The restitution order must be vacated and a new hearing held
because inadequate reasoning and explanation was given by
the Court when arriving at the $51,184.54 restitution amount.
The state, without citation to authority, argues that Wisconsin case law

“does not impose a requirement that the [trial] court explicitly or specifically
explain its [restitution] order in an in[-]depth manner, but rather there must be
some basis for the decision.” Resp. Br. at 1. The state further argues that Mr.
Napiwocki’s “primary concern” on appeal is that “the restitution order does not
explain its reasoning to his satisfaction.” Id. at 2. Both of these arguments are
incorrect. First, Wisconsin case law does require a trial court to provide explicit
explanation of its discretionary decisions because those “must be the product of a
rational mental process by which the facts of record and law relied upon are
stated and are considered together for the purpose of achieving a reasoned and
reasonable determination.” Hartung v. Hartung, 102 Wis.2d 58, 66, 306 N.W.2d
16, 20 (1981) (emphasis added). Second, Mr. Napiwocki’s primary concern is
that the trial court’s explanation here does not meet the Hartung standard, not that
the court’s reasoning was not explained to his own “satisfaction.”
The trial court here never considered several substantial and disputed
issues related to restitution raised by Mr. Napiwocki, nor has it ever stated how
these issues did or did not impact its ultimate restitution determination. The
court’s failure to consider and discuss these issues violates Hartung’s mandate
and requires reversal. As noted in Mr. Napiwocki’s opening brief, the trial court
failed to consider or discuss all of the following: (1) what amount should be offset
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for the monetary value of the labor performed by Mr. Napiwocki and Mr.
Lochinger1; (2) that Mr. Napiwocki incurred expenses for the project beyond
Feltz Lumber that he was not credited for2; and (3) why Mr. Napiwocki’s
objection to the Cooper Contracting work that he asserts was unrelated to the
contract at issue and his criminal conduct was overruled and that amount included
in the restitution order.3 See Def. Br. at 9-11.
To sustain a trial court’s discretionary determination, Hartung requires it
do more than exercise “unfettered decision-making”- it must consider and then
state or discuss the facts and law it is relying upon to reach its decision. See
Hartung at 66, 306 N.W.2d 20-21. It is not enough that the relevant facts and law
may be “found obscurely in the record” because the court must demonstrate “on
the record that those factors were considered in making” its ultimate
determination. See id. at 67, 306 N.W.2d at 21. The trial court did not engage in
that process here, and Mr. Napiwocki is entitled to a new restitution hearing as a
result.

1

The state does not dispute Mr. Napiwocki’s assertion that he and Mr. Lochinger
performed a substantial amount of work remodeling the victim’s home, see Def. Br. at 7,
and thus the state concedes this fact. See Charolais Breeding Ranches, Ltd. v. FPC
Securities Corp., 90 Wis.2d 97, 109, 279 N.W.2d 493, 499 (Wis. Ct. App. 1979).
2
This is also not disputed by the state as it concedes “these amounts could potentially be
subject to offset.” Resp. Br. at 3. But the state argues these expenses were not
improperly ignored by the court because they were not presented to it at the restitution
hearing. They were raised and presented in Mr. Napiwocki’s post-conviction motion,
however, and were nonetheless still ignored and not accounted for.
3
The state argues the victim had to hire Cooper Contracting to “undo the damage to his
residence caused by the defendant, and is clearly permissible restitution under Wis. Stat.
§ 973.20(2)(b) as the costs of repair.” Resp. Br. at 3. But the trial court never made any
finding that the Cooper Contracting amount (1) was related to the work covered by Mr.
Napiwocki’s criminal conduct or (2) was reasonably necessary to repair any damage
caused by Mr. Napiwocki.
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Lastly, the state criticizes Mr. Napiwocki’s reliance on State v. Longmire,
272 Wis.2d 759, 777, 681 N.W.2d 534, 543 (Ct. App. 2004) to argue that it is an
erroneous exercise of discretion when a trial court does not adequately consider
potential offset amounts when ordering restitution. It attempts to distinguish
Longmire because it dealt with “actual expenses” incurred by the defendant
whereas Mr. Napiwocki is not only asking for an offset for expenses incurred
beyond Feltz Lumber, but also for his and Mr. Lochinger’s labor. See Resp. Br. at
3. The state, again without citation to any authority, argues “labor is different”
from expenses and that the restitution owed “could be offset entirely” based on
the number of hours claimed. But this is a determination for the trial court to
make after considering all relevant evidence, arguments, and applicable law. That
any offset could potentially meet or exceed the restitution claimed (whether it be
for labor or expenses) is always a possibility and is entrusted to the sound
discretion of the trial court to consider and resolve. The state offers no reasoned
or principled argument for why “labor is different” for offset analysis, and this
Court should not try to find one. This Court should only be concerned that the
trial court here did not even consider Mr. Napiwocki’s offset arguments and
therefore abused its discretion.
The trial court in this case thrice failed to consider or discuss key
contested issues relating to restitution- once by the commissioner who presided
over the restitution hearing, once by Judge Finn who adopted the commissioner’s
recommendation without comment or question, and once by Judge Shannon who
denied Mr. Napiwocki’s post-conviction motion that contained all the arguments
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(and authorities) now raised on this appeal. To this day, Mr. Napiwocki still has
not had his principal arguments in favor of a lower restitution amount considered
by a court, nor any rejection of them explained. He does not ask nor expect this
Court to consider the merits of his offset arguments. But he does ask that this
Court find he be afforded the opportunity under Hartung to have his claims fully
considered and accounted for at a new restitution hearing. He therefore asks that
this Court vacate the current restitution order, order that a new hearing be held,
and stay any restitution payments in the meantime.
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